
 

SCRIBE REPORT  

RUN 1894 
Saturday 28th January 2023 

Fungus, Crock O’ Shit,  Crock’s Crack, 

Masarap  

Karon Ridges & Drainages  
 

 

          

 Phuket Hashers 100, Virgins 10, Visitors 11, Visiting Hashers 5 

 
 

 

The Pre-Run 

This week’s Laager site definately gave a feeling of Déjà Vu of last week’s run site with a steep climb from 

the Karon-Patong  coastal road up into the surrounding hills over broken up concrete roads with our little 

bus always giving the impression it would run out of steam – anyway make it we did. It also made you 

wonder if the forthcoming run would be like last week’s run – well it sure was and with added interest – read 

on for details.  I should say at this juncture that this is the only official account/record of last week’s run and 

if you should come across other little ‘rose tinted’ accounts on the Hash Facebook page they should be 

treated with suspicion – read on for the real truth.  

 

The Run and Hares 

Hares this week were Crock  O’ Shit, Crock’s Crack & Masarap  who are all virgin Hares led by Fungus  

who is definitely not a virgin or so I am told. No mention was made that Masarap had apparently gone 

AWOL – however no problem – the Hares had already done their duty.  Instructions were minimal - basically 

the run was on multi-colour paper and the walkers were to wait for separate instructions I think.  Agonorrea 

was selected as this week’s Hash Horn and gave a fine demonstration of the Hash calls. 
With all the preamble done the runners were told to head out in a 

certain direction and seek out the multi-colour. This was done and 

would you believe it we end up going up hill on a stony gritty track all 

the way up to the top and finally be greeted by a Giant Panda.  We 

were also treated to far reaching views of Patong and Karon bay.  

As soon as we reached the top we were then going back down again.  I 

think we must have encountered the walkers at the 2k plus point where 

progress slowed somewhat and everybody was vying for position. We 

eventually came into an open area where things slowed even further 

due to difficulty in locating the trail.  Also at this point Hash Horn 

Agonorrea  was travelling in the opposite direction trying to find his 

phone – we therefore had to continue without his guidance.  The 

outward rail was eventually found and we found ourselves on our way 

again over a small rise into another open area where the trail required 

us to cross a ditch – however the width of the crossing needed some careful assessment so being the wimp 

that I am I held back a bit to see how others were doing. Next thing I know somebody had fallen into the 

ditch and disappeared from sight and could be heard landing with a thump a few milliseconds later. The 

casualty was thought to be Accident  - how aptly named – but fortunately was extricated without too much 



damage to himself.  Having seen what happened it definitely decided for me to seek an alternative route and 

I was joined by Seaman Stains and Takes It All In to cross the river /drain upstream where the banks 

although very rocky were easier to navigate. We also had to cross quite a large muddy area which being the 

gentleman I am I let the ladies go first as they were lighter than me. Takes It All In managed to get stuck in 

the mud but I thought no problem I can lay SS across the mud and user her as a platform to pull TIAI out – 

as it happened TIAI got herself out and we managed to complete the crossing without further incident.  

However this took some time and by the time we got back on the trail we were then going pass all the 

people that we had overtaken previously.  After some time we could also hear Hash Horn behind and I 

thought this could be two weeks in succession where I get back to the Laager in front of the Horn. However 

he managed to pass us in the last couple of hundred metres before we reached the Laager. 

Post Run note: Clitmas Pussy  managed to sustain a twisted ankle at the ditch – Brunswick also had a 

‘spill’ according to the unofficial scribe which potentially may have required him needing stiches to his head 

– not sure whether this was due to a ‘ditch’ issue also. Also at the time of writing Hash Horn had not found 

his phone. 

 

The Circle 

GM started the circle by calling in the Hares and the Hash horn for a drink and thanked them for their 

efforts.  NLE and Wilma were asked to confirm the adequacy of pink paper spreading – not much point 

really – they spend the majority of the time on the run trying to outdo each other and does not necessarily 

mean they actually run on paper. 

 

Lucky Lek  was there in person to do Annoumen.   Kamala Koma and Tinman runs this week – details on 

the  website.  Further details from Go Go Trump on the Outstation Run in May – details again are on the 

website. 

Fungus introduced two ladies who were related to Hashes to Ashes who last ran on the Hash on Run 

1687 and was a long term buddy of Fungus.  Unfortunately he passed recently and they were here to 

spread his ashes which they had brought from the States. A little joke about baking the ashes into cookies 

to get them through Thai customs but one of them had got mixed up with the Hash Food. A glass was raised 

as a mark of respect to Hashes to Ashes. 

 

Jaws and Invisible Man were called in to list the Virgins of which there 10 and appeared to be present for 

the baptism.  The icy water did appear to shock some of the virgins but as per usual the majority of the 

water ended up going on the young lady virgins. 

Visiting Hashers  – Five visiting Hashers from Guangzhou, Juba, Malaysia, Chiang Mai and Bangkok.  I 
did wonder if the lady hasher from Juba was the Juba in South Sudan – if so I imagine Hashing would be 
quite exciting there. I am happy to be corrected. 

 

 

Hash Shirts   -      Doodle Bug  - Black shirt  – 333 runs 

 

Steward Spot -  Peanut was the Steward this week – lots of singing and jokes including a sing along to 

‘Lilly he Pink’.  Not always able to hear everything that was said due to constant steam of motor cycles 

going through the Laager site.  However Peanut  battled on regardless of the interruptions  – much credit to 

him in such trying circumstances. Well done Peanut!! 

 

Run Offences etc 

Lots of run offences of various types centered around talking, drunk at the hash from the night before, new 

shoes, falling in a ditch, tying shoe laces, false falsies, cheap eating, going in the wrong direction, constant 

icing for Fungus due to Circle interruptions ec. 

Promoters were Wilma, GM, Fungus, Piss Drinker, Mannekin  Pis, Invisible Man, Key Hole,   Offensive 

ones were Peanut, Substandard, Wilma  Top Off, Tootsie, Train Spotter, WTFIA, Accident, Any Time, 



Long Time, Mind The Gap, Key Hole, Dirty Dozen, Not Long Enough, Creature, JC, Mannekin  Pis, 

Train Spotter etc. etc. 

 

Wilma called out anybody who were wearing the same shirt as he was – this shirt had a reference to 

Macfuehrer who sadly passed recently and his funeral was last week – a glass was raised to Macfuehrer 

in respect.  RIP Macfuehrer 

 

Joxy Moron led the proceedings for the Hashit.  Joxy made clear that ‘as per the rules’ virgin hares could 

not receive the Hashit and as such everybody gave them a ‘Good Run’ shout.  However Hashit could be 

applied to any Hare that is not a Virgin Hare. In this regard it was noted that another Hash Rule had been 

broken his week – motor bikes being ridden through the circle – therefore notwithstanding  the ‘Ditch 

Incident’ and associated mistruths there was enough evidence to award Fungus the Hashit and everybody 

was in full and vocal agreement.  

 

GM called in next week’s Hares for a drink and perhaps as a reminder of what can happen to them if they 

don’t get things right. He then declared the circle closed. 

 

*Hot Off The Press*  Just seen Who the Fuck Is Alice  is in hospital with three broken ribs and needing a 

few stitches also. Thought he might be another ‘Ditch Incident’ victim but then remembered he seemed 

perfectly OK when he was involved in the ‘new shoe’ ceremony at this week’s hash.  I did then wonder if his 

accident was due to an affliction that is affecting all of the French and French speaking community at the 

present time who seem to be under the misunderstanding that an alcohol ban is being planned for Southern 

Thailand.  As such this has led them to being constantly pissed, having endless parties and getting tattoos.  

This will be investigated further by your intrepid reporter.  Hope you get better soon WTFIA  and stay off the 

booze!!. 

 

On On! 

Sweaty Bollox 

Secondary Sous Scribe 
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